Letter of Cooperation between AUN and JUC

ASEAN University Network (AUN) and Japan six Universities Consortium (JUC) recognize the growing importance of establishing intelligent Union of Asia with human resource development and therefore the urgent need to promote friendship and goodwill between ASEAN and Japan.

Therefore, AUN and JUC shall cooperate in the following aspects in the future:

1. To promote exchange of students between ASEAN universities Network (AUN) and Japan six Universities Consortium (JUC) in various academic areas. AUN and JUC shall act as window organizations for both regions, respectively.
2. To cooperate in forming a consortium agreement between AUN and JUC as soon as possible, hopefully by the end of Year 2012. This agreement shall contain but not limited to the following matters:
   (1) Developing students who have mutual understanding of cultures and customs, communication skills overcome difference cultural backgrounds, finding and solving social problems with specialist knowledge
   (2) Step-by-step enhancement of the academic exchange program: (i) Specialized Short Course Programme (2 weeks), (ii) Double Degree Program (Master and PhD), (iii) One Semester Program (iv) other related educational activities in this cooperation project.
   (3) Mutual recognition of credits will be done based on the standard grading and credits transfer systems, such as ACTS.
   (4) Quality of the lectures and research shall be assured through consultation among relevant universities.
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